LIST OF CHARACTERS of expansion pack #3 - FOR THE HOST’S EYES ONLY
There are 6 characters in this expansion pack (3M, 3 EITHER)
Warning: you are to play the expansion packs in order of occurrence, as the
characters are added to the list in order on the free invites and the guest
pre-game site at yourmysteryparty.com
CHARACTER

BRIEF BIO

CHARLES SPLEEN

Lingering in the shadows of his brother’s limelight, Charles
Spleen is more of a fashion icon of the ‘80s than a film
actor. Charles soaks up the glitz and glamour of
Hollywood, but doesn’t seem to put in the man hours or
work as hard as the rest of his famous family.
A member of the Hollywood Brat Pack, Andy Mickey Halls
plays the geeky teen role well. In fact, many say he’s
played it too well and will never be taken seriously on the
big screen. Nevertheless, Andy doesn’t seem to mind, as
he’s raking in the dough for now.

Hollywood Actor
Optional Male

ANDY MICKEY HALLS
Hollywood Actor
Optional Male

EMERIL ESTEVEZ
Hollywood Actor
Optional Male

BURKEL

Television Star
Optional Either

ICE CREAM
Rapper

Optional Either

J. J. COOL BEANS
Rapper, Film Star
Optional Either
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SUGGESTED
ATTIRE
Fashionable ‘80s
attire.

Nerdy ‘80s attire.

Born to famous Hollywood icons, Emeril Estevez is the
oldest sibling in a family of famous faces. Emeril’s career
is flourishing on both sides of the camera. He’s the leader
of the Hollywood Brat Pack and is one of the most sought
after young actors in Hollywood.

Casual ‘80s attire.

Burkel is known as Hollywood’s lovable nerd. Burkel plays
the role of the math geek, Q.C. Stevens, on the hit
television show Matters of Family. Stereotyped to the
max, Burkel can’t seem to land a role that’s not geeky!
Burkel’s career may be in trouble!

‘80s nerdy attire.
Thick glasses,
suspenders.

Known as the ultimate hip-hop emcee, Ice Cream hails
from New Jersey, but now resides in Hollywood, California.
A charming, fast talking music innovator, Ice Cream is
always spotted at the most exclusive parties rubbing
elbows with the rich and famous.

‘80s rap artist attire

One of the first rap artists on the scene, J. J. Cool Beans is
an extremely talented lyricist, performer, and film star. J.J.
works from sun up to sun down, and is highly dedicated to
becoming the number one celebrity in Hollywood. Not one
to party or spend time socializing, it is amazing that J.J.
sent in an RSVP to Debbie’s album release party.

‘80s rap artist attire

